Clinerion Ltd.
Elisabethenanlage 11, 4051 Basel, Switzerland
+41 61 865 60 61
frank.madoerin@clinerion.com

Web Application Developer (100%)
We want you!
Looking for a small, technology-leading company where you can make a big difference in an exciting and
rapidly evolving field? Welcome to Clinerion, a Swiss-based software and services company with international
operations, with a focus on improving patients’ lives. Clinerion provides disruptive software solutions supporting
life sciences companies and hospitals in the process of developing new medicines.
One of our key solutions is the Patient Network Explorer (PNEx), which automatically finds eligible patients for
clinical studies in hospitals and other healthcare organizations. In drug development, this addresses a major
problem of finding significantly more eligible patients faster and at lower costs. PNEx works through integration
with electronic health records at hospitals and represents a federated network of servers, allowing central querying
and local patient identification. PNEx also generates data for Real-World Evidence.
To strengthen our existing Software Development Team in Basel we are currently hiring a Web Application
Developer. The applicant preferably lives within commuting distance from Basel.
This position is open to start immediately or upon agreement.

Job description:
As a member of Clinerion Core Development Team, you will build responsive web applications using Google Web
Toolkit (GWT) framework and Dart framework (Angular based). Maintenance of existing code and fulfilling
requests for incremental enhancements are part of this role.
The ideal candidate will be someone with a solid understanding of HTML, CSS, JavaScript and web application
development best practices.
You will work in a collaborative team environment that encourages performing at your best and challenges you
to create modern, interactive and responsive user interfaces. You will work with senior developers and technical
lead to design and develop robust and scalable software.

Tasks:
ꟷ
ꟷ
ꟷ

Implement responsive web pages with state-of-the-art technologies such as AJAX, HTML and CSS using
the web framework Google Web Toolkit (GWT) and Dart (Angular).
Support the implementation of business logic and persistence
Functional unit-testing, documentation and bug-fixing.

Minimum Qualifications:
ꟷ
ꟷ
ꟷ

ꟷ
ꟷ
ꟷ
ꟷ
ꟷ

Bachelor's in computer science or closely related discipline or equivalent practical experience.
Good Experience in JAVA development, IDE (like Eclipse), Build Tools (like Maven).
Deep knowledge and experience of web application frameworks, HTML/HTTP, DOM, CSS, JavaScript
(Angular / jQuery), AJAX, responsive web design, cross-browser compatibility, and client-side performance
optimization.
Good knowledge in design patterns (like Model View Controller pattern), SOA architectures, visualization
libraries (like Chart.js).
Ability to work independently or as part of a team. Effective interpersonal and team-oriented
communication skills.
Ability and willingness to quickly learn new technologies and processes.
Excellent English language skills, additional languages are a plus.
Applicable Swiss or EU work and residence permits.
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Preferred Qualifications:
ꟷ
ꟷ
ꟷ

Master's degree in computer science or closely related discipline.
Experience using modern web frameworks with focus on Google Web Toolkit (GWT 2.8 or higher) or
Google Dart (Dart 1 or higher).
Open to work in agile development teams (Scrum, Sprint, JIRA).

What We Can Offer:
ꟷ
ꟷ
ꟷ
ꟷ

Highly motivated interdisciplinary and diverse team.
Work on interesting problems with a high degree of autonomy.
Flexible work time, possibility to work remotely.
Competitive salary and work worth doing programs.

How to apply?
Please send your CV and motivation letter to frank.madoerin@clinerion.com.
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